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Why sketching?

SKETCHING IN INTERACTION DESIGN

Probably not a relevant question to ask at a design school. It would be impossible to imagine
design without sketching, right?

But still, to state the obvious: We sketch to think, to communicate and to persuade.

SKETCHING TO THINK, TO COMMUNICATE, AND TO PERSUADE.

Sketching to think is a conversation, in Donald Schön's sense. Traditionally, ideas grow on the
paper -- the visible marks suggest meanings and directions to you that you pursue by making new
marks on the paper, and so the actual creating and assessing of design ideas take place in the
space between paper, hand, eye and mind. Architects tend to say things like: "When I sit down to
start ideation for a new project, I draw something. Anything. Doesn't matter what."
Schön calls this a conversation where the designer makes a "move-testing micro-experiment" and
listens to the "back-talk". In order for this to work, the material needs to be responsive.
SKETCHING TO THINK.

Sketching to communicate in a design team is largely about creating common ground and shared
understanding. We want to increase the chances that we talk about the same intended thing.
Similar aims for communicating with non-designer stakeholders -- to increase the chances that we
are talking about the same thing.
This is complicated, though, since sketching is a language of its own. Designers are fluent in the
language. Most non-designers are not.
SKETCHING TO COMMUNICATE.

A SKETCH SAYS MORE THAN IT SHOWS.

Some marks on paper say a lot more than they show, to somebody who knows the language. A
condensed notation full of implications that are brought into the process without having to be
explicitly depicted. Often invisible to non-designer stakeholders.
[Claesson Koivisto Rune, No. 5 House, 2003: sketch and final bldg]

A SKETCH SAYS LESS THAN IT SHOWS.

SKETCHING TO PERSUADE.

Some marks on paper say a lot less than they show. Designers know when a mark is not a
statement in a design process. Hard for non-designers to see through. By the way, this is the
reason for recommending "lo-fi prototypes" when inviting external stakeholders into early stages
of design processes.
[SMS paper: Student work, MMIM Malmö, 2006]

Sketching to persuade is a real possibility, whether we approve of it or not. All designers know
pitch strategies related to sketches and sketching ("present three to get the one in the middle",
"draw people and emotional response to indicate desirability", etc.)
More generally, selecting what to sketch and what not to sketch is a fundamental means of
influencing the outcome of a design process.
[Knowledge Navigator, Apple, 1992]

HOW WOULD THE SERVICE INTERACT WITH THE USER?
HOW SHOULD THE SERVICE FEEL TO THE USER?

So much for traditional sketching practices in design. But this is all well understood in education
as well as in professional practice. Why devote 90 precious minutes of work time to talking about
it?
Because sketching in interaction design is not well understood. In fact, the white spots are huge
and I would argue that they are limiting the progress of our whole field.
The problem is this: The material of interaction design is equally temporal and spatial. In other
words, our job is to shape behavior over time.
How would the service interact with the user?
How should the interaction feel to the user?

It seems to me that we don't have sketching techniques that work well for innovative interactive
services and innovative interaction techniques. When I say "work well", I mean sketches you can
have a conversation with; sketching techniques that you can use to think with your hands.
Coarse-grained interactions using standard idioms are straightforward to express in storyboards
and the like.
[Student storyboard exercise, 2007]
FAMILIAR SERVICES AND IDIOMS

The same goes for simple use situations and services.

SIMPLE SITUATIONS

PURELY STANDARD IDIOMS

When the interaction idiom is very well-known, you don't even have to sketch the interaction per
se. It may be enough to sketch the interface and the information structures. Think wireframes and
incremental redesign of mainstream repository-type websites. The designer's experience fills in
the gaps to form an adequate envisionment of interacting with the new website.

But when it comes to new services, new use situations, and the details of highly responsive and
dynamic interface behaviors -- then the storyboards and the wireframes seem to stop talking
back to you.

FOUR MONTHS LATER…

To learn about the qualities of your ideas in, e.g., detailed interaction techniques or social
mediation, it sometimes seems necessary to build at least a demonstrator. And then the
sketchyness is lost.

DETAILED FEEL OF INTERACTION
AND SOCIAL MEDIA PROPERTIES
REQUIRED IMPLEMENTATION.

Designers and researchers have tried many ways of going beyond the storyboard, to find ways of
sketching interaction that are lightweight, tentative and ambiguous; in other words, to be able to
have a conversation about intended ways of interaction.
ENVISIONING INTENDED INTERACTIONS
ENACTING INTENDED INTERACTIONS

It seems that there are two main approaches. One is Envisioning intended interactions and the
other is Enacting intended interactions.

ENVISIONING:
STORYBOARDS

The original Envisionment of interactions is the storyboard. It can be done in different ways -pure drawing, collage, photographic -- and it has its limitations as above.
[Concept work from the Palcom project, 2004]

If we turn the storyboard 90 degrees from spatial to temporal, we get slide shows.
[Student work from TU Vienna, 2006]

SLIDE SHOWS AS TEMPORAL STORYBOARDS

And then there is only a short leap to video prototypes and animations. Video prototyping has
become a little researcher industry of its own, with genre rules such as no post-production, cut
only in the camera, etc.
[Palcom video prototype, 2004]

VIDEO PROTOTYPES ARE CLOSE COUSINS…

AS WELL AS CUTOUT ANIMATIONS.

In the case of Alstom technical maintenance, I wanted to detail the interaction technique a little
more and still look at it in the context of a whole use episode. It was important to express the
design idea in a way that invited criticism and creative suggestions from stakeholders. To meet
these demands, I tried a cutout animation.
[Sitep, 2003]

Using audiovisual special effects, it is sometimes possible to envision intended interactions even
of a highly innovative nature.
[Sketch-A-Move, student work, RCA, 2006 -- project with Mattel on innovative toys]

ENVISIONMENTS SOMETIMES BORDER ON MAGIC.

Enacting intended interaction can be done using roleplay and bodystorming.
[An example of concept design around sustainable living, Unsworn Industries, 2008 -- tandemcycling with a know-it-all robot in the front seat, who keeps telling you facts about energy.]

ENACTING INTENDED INTERACTIONS: ROLEPLAY

Or using props that serve as indicators of intended services, products, interfaces, functions. In
some cases, the props focus on handling the interfaces.
[Palcom Video Recording Station enactment, 2006]

MANIPULATION PROPS

In other cases, the props mainly focus on social action.
[SMS head band, student work, 2003; The Virtualizer, 1999]

ACTION PROPS

BRICOLAGE

Bricolages are, in fact, also ways of enacting intended interaction. Here, the focus is often on the
overall qualities of an unfamiliar function or service. The detailed feel of the interaction is typically
not addressed.
[Mouse++ was an attempt to sketch the behavior of a mixed physical/virtual paper surface, using
the technologies we had available four years ago: A mouse and an Anoto pen. Today, we would
probably have built it using something like the Ticitag NFC toolkit from Alcatel.]

A similar bricolage example is the somewhat famous Slide Scroller by Daniel Fällman (2004), built
by strapping a PDA onto a mouse.

The prototype that has the right function in a social sense is in a way a sketch of new social
patterns and behaviors. It does talk back, it is reasonably lightweight. Between the prop/dummy
and the prototype -- a propotype?
[SoMo3: The Musical Mobile. By IDEO with Crispin Jones, 2002]

ACTABLE »PROPOTYPE«

Wizard-of-Oz is a way to enact intended interaction, with more focus on details than, e.g.,
experiential prototyping. Covert vs. overt Wizard. Sometimes yields surprising insights, as in the
Paintorama case where the whole problem was reframed.
[Paintorama, student work, Malmö, 2004]

OVERT OR COVERT WIZARD?

SKETCHING TO THINK SEEMS TO BE DIFFICULT
IN INTERACTION DESIGN.

In conclusion: It seems that sketching to think presents the greatest challenge, if we long for the
traditional, rapid, self-indulgent conversation between a designer and his (lightweight, tentative
and ambiguous) paper sketches.
[Carl Malmsten and his trusted sketch board.]

This could obviously be an area for developing new sketching tools and techniques.
[Concept design of the Mercedes F700 -- sketching on a Wacom Cintiq. From carbodydesign.com,
2007.]

WE COULD INVENT NEW TOOLS…

It could also be the case that interaction designers have to embrace a much more piecemeal
approach to thinking with our hands and with the action spaces we create. Combining
envisionments and enactments of various sorts to shape our ideas.
Works for individual designers, design teams and non-designer stakeholders in participatory design
processes.
[Kickoff workshop from the Avatopia project, 2002.]

OR WE COULD EMBRACE A PIECEMEAL APPROACH.

Challenges are presumably in keeping track of the state of the design process. Problems of scale
and coordination?
MULTIFORM SKETCHING MAY YIELD
CONFUSION IN THE SHARED IMAGE OF THE INTENDED DESIGN,
THOUGH.
DOES IT SCALE?
HOW IS IT COORDINATED?
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